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		Woodworking Videos


Finishing Your Shop Floor with Epoxy [Video]

Pop Wood Editors

Editor-in-Chief Logan Wittmer is finally in our new shop, and is excited to show off all the great features. In this video, he walks you through the process of applying a professional-style epoxy coating to a concrete floor, plus all of the benefits of finishing your shop floor this way.
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		Tricks of the Trade


Long-Lasting Sacrificial Fence

American Woodworker Editors

I needed a sacrificial fence for cutting rabbets with my tablesaw. All of the designs I’d seen required drilling holes in my saw’s fence or positioning clamps strategically out of the way of the workpiece. I came up with a thick, sturdy fence that’s easy to mount–and the clamps are always completely out of the…
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How & Why of Spring Joints

Christopher Schwarz

Save on clamps with this traditional technique for panel glue-ups. A “spring joint” is a traditional method where you join the edges of two boards to make a wider panel and leave a tiny gap in the middle of the joint. The gap reduces the number of clamps you need to make the panel and…
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